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Important Reminders 
 
Upcoming dates: 
 
 
March 12- Daylight Savings Time begins. 
 
March 15 - Due date for partnership and S corporation tax returns (Forms 1065, 1120S) 
 
March 17- St Patrick’s Day 
 
 
Recent legislation is taking a broad sweep at retirement accounts. While many of the rule changes are implemented over 
several years, some of them are important to know about right away. Summarized in this issue are some of the more 
important provisions. 
 
With the pending flow-through filing deadline on March 15th, it is important to understand the nasty late-filing penalty the IRS 
imposes. So, if this impacts you and your side business, review this article. 
 
There are also ideas to help review your homeowner's insurance policy and a great article outlining tips to think about if you 
are looking to supplement your income during retirement. 
 
As always, feel free to pass this information on to anyone that may find it useful and call if you have any questions or 
concerns. 
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 New Tax Rules Mean Changes for Retirement Accounts 
 
 
The SECURE Act 2.0, passed by Congress in late 2022, features numerous ways for you to save more money in your tax 
advantaged retirement accounts. Here are several of the bill’s provisions and what they mean for you. 
 

• Money can continue to grow tax deferred. If you turn 72 in 2023 or later, you can keep money in a tax-deferred 
IRA or 401(k) for another 12 months to help the account continue growing before starting to withdraw funds. This 
retirement benefit is now available thanks to the required minimum distribution age being raised from age 72 to age 
73. The age will increase again from 73 to 75 in 2033. 
 
Action: Review your retirement account distribution needs and use this extra time to help make your distributions 
more tax efficient. For example, if you must earn an additional $10,000 before you hit the next highest tax bracket, 
consider pulling more taxable income out of your retirement account to take advantage of this lower rate. Or use the 
extra time to consider converting funds tax-efficiently into a Roth IRA. 
 

• Be aware of auto enrollment. The government wants you to save for retirement, so the new law allows businesses 
to automatically transfer a greater portion of your paycheck into their retirement plan. The maximum contribution that 
can now be automatically deferred into your employer’s 401(k) plan increases from 10% to 15%. 
 
Action: While saving more for retirement is a great idea, this automatic participation does not account for your 
financial needs. So be aware of the possibility that you will automatically be contributing to your retirement account 
and independently determine what you can afford to put towards retirement. Make any adjustments, if necessary, as 
you are permitted to opt out of auto enrollment. Remember, you also need to build an emergency fund and pay your 
bills! 
 

Take advantage of higher catch-up limits. Starting in 2024, the $1,000 catch-up contribution for IRAs will receive an 
annual cost-of-living adjustment in increments of $100, while the $7,500 catch-up contribution for 401(k)s will increase to at 
least $10,000. This higher 401(k) catch-up limit will also be indexed for inflation starting in 2025. The additional catch-up 
contribution is available if you're age 50 or older. 
 
Action: Review the annual savings limit for your retirement savings account, including the catch-up amount if you are 50 
years or older. Then adjust your retirement. 
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Attention Businesses: File on Time or Pay the Price! 
 
March 15th is the tax-filing due date for calendar year S-corporations and partnerships. While this filing deadline does not 
require making a tax payment, missing the due date could cost you a hefty penalty. 
 

The penalty 
The penalty is calculated based on each month the tax return is late multiplied by each shareholder or partner. So, a 
business tax return with no tax due, filed on April 16th, could cost a married couple who jointly own an S-corporation $880 in 
penalties!* 
 

Take Action 
Here are some ideas to help you avoid penalties: 

• File on time. If you are a partner or shareholder of an S-corporation or partnership, file your company's tax return on 
or before March 15th. In addition to the penalties, filing late shortens the time you have to file your individual tax 
return and pay the taxes due by this year's April 18th filing deadline. 
 

• Consider an extension. If you cannot file the tax return in time, file an extension on or before March 15th, which 
gives you an extra six months to file your business return. Remember, you pay the taxes for your flow-through 
business on your Form 1040 tax return at this year's April 18th filing deadline. 
 

• Your personal tax return may be delayed. Do not file your Form 1040 tax return until you receive all your K-1s 
from each of your S-corporation and partnership business activities. But be prepared if your business files an 
extension, as it's possible you may need to extend your personal tax return while you wait for the K-1. Remember 
that an extension to file doesn't mean an extension to pay your taxes. You may need to estimate how much you'll 
owe so you can make a payment by April 18th. 
 

• Challenge the penalty. If your business does get hit with an IRS penalty for filing late, try to see if you can get the 
penalty abated. This is especially true if you file and pay your personal taxes on time. Kindly remind the U.S. 
Treasury it is still receiving the taxes owed to them in a timely manner. 
 

If you haven't filed your S-corporation or partnership return for 2022, there's still time to get it done or file an extension. 
Please call if you need assistance. 
 
* The penalty calculation for 2022 S-corporations and partnerships is $220 for each month or part of a month (up to 12 
months) the return is late, multiplied by the number of shareholders or partners. So, an S-corporation or partnership return 
filed on April 16th is considered two months late! 
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 Getting the Most Out of Homeowners Insurance 
 
Looking for a way to tackle insomnia? Read your homeowners insurance policy. Kidding aside, it’s worth the effort. This is 
especially important as insurance costs are going through the roof and too many surprises occur when you need your 
insurance after an event requires you to file a claim. 
 
Here are some areas that may require a review. 
 

• Setting the correct amount. Just like the three bears fairy tale, you can have too much OR too little insurance. 
Replacement cost is the key, so review if your policy covers only the mortgage or real-estate value, and not the 
replacement cost. Construction prices have skyrocketed, so the cost of rebuilding a new home on the same lot could 
shock you. On the other hand, most claims do not require replacing your entire home. 
 

• Understanding what is NOT covered. Is your home covered for exterior flooding, or only interior water damage? 
Does the policy include coverage for mold, sewer backup, earthquakes and hurricanes? Nail down the details and 
pay close attention to local risks. This is where a great insurance agent can help you understand what surprises they 
have seen with claims. Get an agent that is transparent with this knowledge, as they see both success and horror 
stories every day. 
 

• Get the right deductibles. You may find that, unlike an auto policy, your homeowner’s insurance doesn’t include a 
flat-rate deductible for every type of claim. Some policies charge a percentage rate under certain circumstances. 
Say your house is insured for $300,000 and an earthquake strikes. If the insurer stipulates a deductible of five 
percent of the policy amount, you may be saddled with $15,000 in out-of-pocket costs before the insurance covers 
the rest. So explore the correct deductible for your financial situation and understand the policy savings by moving 
your deductible up or down from its current level. 
 

• Understand liability insurance coverage. A standard homeowners insurance policy usually has some level of 
liability insurance, albeit often at a minimal level. Ask several professionals what level of liability insurance would 
make sense for your situation and be willing to bump up your coverage to protect you and your family in the event 
that someone is injured while on your property. Many companies offer umbrella insurance to provide additional 
coverage for claims against you. Review if this is a good addition for your situation. 
 

With homeowners’ insurance premiums skyrocketing, now is the time to really understand your coverage and the underlying 
risks you are absorbing. Remember, our natural tendency is to avoid the small print, but by understanding the natural 
tendencies of insurance companies to shift more of the burden from them to you, this knowledge can be used to motivate 
yourself to spend some time reviewing the details. 
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 Tips for Working Beyond Retirement Age 
 
You may be one of many Americans who plan to work into retirement. Some report they need to work because their savings 
declined over the past several years, while others say they choose to work because of the greater sense of purpose and 
engagement that working provides. 
Whatever your reason for continuing to work into retirement, here are some tips to get the greatest benefit from your efforts. 
 

• Consider delaying Social Security. You can start receiving Social Security retirement benefits as early as age 62, 
but if you continue to work it may make sense to delay taking it until as late as age 70. This is because your Social 
Security benefit may be reduced or be subject to income tax due to your other income. In addition, your Social 
Security monthly benefit increases when you delay starting the retirement benefit. These increases in monthly 
benefits stop when you reach age 70. 
 

• Pay attention to bracket-bumping. Keep in mind that you may have multiple income streams during retirement 
that can bump you into a higher tax bracket and make other income taxable if you're not careful. For example, Social 
Security benefits are only tax-free if you have less than a certain amount of adjusted gross income ($25,000 for 
individuals and $32,000 for married filing jointly in 2022), otherwise as much as 85 percent of your benefits can be 
taxable. 
 
Required distributions from pensions and retirement accounts can also add to your taxable income. Be aware of 
how close you are to the next tax bracket and adjust your plans accordingly. 
 

• Be smart about health care. When you reach age 65, you'll have the option of making Medicare your primary 
health insurance. If you continue to work, you may be able to stay on your employer's health care plan, switch to 
Medicare, or adopt a two-plan hybrid option that includes Medicare and a supplemental employer care plan. 
 

• Look over each option closely. You may find that you're giving up important coverage if you switch to Medicare 
prematurely while you still have the option of sticking with your employer plan. 
 

• Consider your expenses. If you're reducing your working hours or taking a part-time job, also consider the cost of 
your extra income stream. Calculate how much it costs to commute and park every day, as well as any other work-
related expenses. Now consider how much all those expenses amount to in pre-tax income. Be aware whether the 
benefits you get from working a little extra are worth the extra financial cost. 
 

• Time to downsize or relocate? Where and how you live can be an important factor determining the kind of work 
you can do while you're retired. Downsizing to a smaller residence or moving to a new locale may be a good 
strategy to pursue a new kind of work and a different lifestyle. 
 

• Focus on your deeper purpose. Use your retirement as an opportunity to find work you enjoy and that adds value 
to your life. Choose a job that expresses your talents and interests, and that provides a place where your 
experiences are valued by others. 
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 Business Advice: Every Impression Matters 
 
With competition abounding for virtually every product or service, businesses need to hone every advantage available to 
them. One of the ways you can set your business apart from the pack is to create an awesome customer experience starting 
with the first interaction that continues through the entirety of the relationship. How does one foster this level of customer 
service? Here are several ideas to help you get there: 
 

• Make a great first impression. The first impression a potential customer gets about your business can come from 
many different avenues. Strive to make all of them impressive. Is your website fresh? Are your customer service 
reps easy to talk to on the phone? Does your social media offer timely, relevant information? Is your lobby clean and 
organized? All details matter. A poor initial impression may drive your potential customer to the competition without 
a second thought. 
 

• Manage the outcome. With every customer interaction, there are three potential outcomes: positive, negative, and 
neutral. In all cases, your goal must be to leave them feeling positive about your business. For example, assume 
you receive a call from a customer looking to hear about a new service. The employee that handles the service is 
not available and you are limited in your knowledge. The worst thing you can say is, "I’m sorry, the person 
responsible for the service is not here at the moment." In the customer’s mind, you immediately removed the 
possibility of a positive outcome! Instead, engage the customer to hear about their needs, gather as much 
information as possible and commit to finding the answers for them and calling them back immediately. 
 

• Search for useful feedback. No matter how well you strive to offer top-notch customer service, there will always be 
some instances that are less than favorable. Oftentimes, customers are more than willing to tell you about it, but you 
need to have a system in place if you want to hear the story in a helpful way. This can be as simple as response 
cards at the front desk or an automated email campaign looking for feedback. Encourage loyal customers to let you 
know how you are doing so you get a holistic view of your performance. 
 

• Turn problems into opportunities. Knowing your strengths can reaffirm your approach and help you set customer 
service performance goals. On the other hand, learning about a bad experience from a customer’s perspective will 
give you great insight into how you can improve. Use these problems to focus your activity. Over time the results of 
this continual improvement can have a tremendous impact on your business. 
 

Creating a culture that excels at customer service is attainable if you put in the effort to know your customer’s needs and 
understand that every impression matters! 
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 Know Your Rights When Debt Collectors Call 
 
At some point in your life, you may be on the receiving end of a debt collection phone call. Often, these calls are either fraud 
or in error, or may be due to some other unforeseen circumstance. Whatever the reason, what everyone should know is that 
there are strict rules in the U.S. that forbid any kind of harassment. By knowing your rights, you can deal with these 
situations with minimum hassle. Here are some suggestions. 

• Ask for non-threatening transparency. When a debt collector calls, they must be transparent about who they are. 
The magic words they must utter are: 
 
This is an attempt to collect a debt, and any information obtained will be used for that purpose. 
 
Debt collectors can't use abusive or threatening language or threaten you with fines or jail time. The most a debt 
collector can truthfully threaten you with is that failing to pay will harm your credit rating, or that they may sue you in 
civil court to extract payment. 
 

• Be cautious about potential fraud. Before anything, confirm the caller is legitimate. Too often thieves pose as debt 
collectors to find unsuspecting victims. Never provide information to the company, and do not confirm any 
information provided by them. Ask for copies of any disputed charges be sent to you via mail. They should already 
know your address. 
 

• Know the contact rules. Debt collectors must call between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m. local time. They may try to call you at 
work, but they must stop if you tell them that you cannot receive calls there. Debt collectors may not talk to anyone 
else about your debt (other than your attorney, if you have one), but they may try contacting other people, such as 
relatives, neighbors or employers. This must be solely for the purpose of trying to find out your phone number, 
address or where you work. 
 

• Take action. If you believe the debt is in error - in whole or in part - you can send a dispute letter to the collection 
agency within 30 days of first contact. Ask the collector for their mailing address and let them know you are filing a 
dispute. They will have to cease all collection activities until they send you legal documentation verifying the debt. 
 

• Tell them to stop. And whether you dispute the debt or not, you can send a cease letter to the collection agency at 
any time telling them to stop making contact. You don't need to provide a specific reason. They will have to stop 
contact after this point, though they may still decide to pursue legal options in civil court. 
 

• Take good notes. Consider keeping a file of all letters and documents, along with notes detailing dates and times of 
conversations and what was discussed. These notes and records can help you in the event that you need to meet 
with an attorney or go to court. 
 

If a debt collection agency is not following these rules, you can report them to your state's attorney general office. Also 
consider filing a complaint with the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. 
 
 

As always, should you have any questions or concerns regarding your tax situation please feel free to call. 
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